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Lancaster Reinforced Plastics had a really
good idea: If you can’t go to Hawaii, bring
a little bit of Hawaii to your own backyard.
As reported in the March 1960 issue of
Canadian Plastics, the Toronto-based
molder had recently begun production of
its “Aloha” swimming pool, a 26-foot by
13-foot inground pool that featured three
molded-in steps leading into the twofoot-deep shallow end (the deep end was
six feet deep). Made from reinforced polyesters and finished in a molded-in blue
designed to give the water a permanently
cool look, the pool was scratch-resistant,
didn’t require a liner, and could be completely installed in one day.
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editor’s view

Canadian Plastics magazine reports on and interprets
developments in plastics markets and technologies
worldwide for plastics processors, moldmakers
and end-users based in Canada.
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Of budgets and tariffs

T

he brave new year of 2018 has
barely begun and two new developments have dropped like anvils into
the already choppy waters of Canada’s
plastics industry.
The first made an impact
mostly for what it didn’t do.
Finance Minister Bill Morneau tabled his third budget
at the end of February, and
promptly drew wide criticism in the business community for failing to help Canadian firms
become more competitive to counter
tax reforms in the U.S. Canadian business associations, economists, and
company executives had been calling
on Morneau to match, in some form,
recent moves by U.S. President Donald
Trump to slash corporate tax rates and
allow corporations to immediately
write off large capital expenditures.
Instead, Morneau opted to hold the line
on corporate taxes in Canada.
Canadian Chamber of Commerce
president Perrin Beatty no doubt voiced
the disappointment of many. “Canadian businesses asked the government
to focus on fundamentals...such as
overhauling an antiquated tax system
that discourages investment,” he said.
“The U.S. is undertaking the most massive tax and regulatory update in generations; meanwhile, the Canadian
government is moving in the opposite
direction by increasing costs and adding to the regulatory burden.”
Morneau and the Liberal government argue that they’re helping businesses in other ways, including with
spending to help women-led businesses
grow, innovation, and diversification of
trade. These moves aren’t nothing, and
only time will tell if they’ll make a real
difference.
If you’re a small business owner,
meanwhile, the budget makes two
changes that could affect you. First, it
reduces access to the small business
tax rate; small businesses are currently
allowed a favourable tax rate on the
first $500,000 of active business
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income. Under the proposed changes,
access to this low tax rate on active
business income will be gradually
eliminated as the amount of passive
income in a corporation increases. The
second change is to limit access to
refundable taxes, so that only higher
taxed investment income earned by the
corporation can be paid out as dividends to obtain a refund of taxes.
The waters hadn’t settled yet from
the budget impact when the second anvil
landed: Citing aggressive foreign trade
practices, President Trump slapped tariffs on steel and aluminum imports. The
decision spooked markets, prompted his
chief economist’s resignation, rattled
major U.S. allies — and also drew criticism from plastics and chemical industry trade groups. In a March 7 letter to
the President, the Washington, D.C.based Plastics Industry Association outlined the negative impact the duties —
25 per cent on steel and 10 per cent on
aluminum — could have on moldmakers and plastics machinery companies,
calling them “devastating to our businesses and our industry.” The American
Chemistry Council, meanwhile, warned
that the tariffs could raise costs and put
some of the US$185 billion in planned
investment in new American chemical
factories at risk.
Canada and Mexico have been given
carve-outs for now. Avoiding the tariffs
permanently, Trump said, will depend
upon an agreement being reached on
the ongoing NAFTA renegotiation —
which means that it’s an olive branch
with thorns, since it puts even more
pressure on Ottawa to compromise on a
new NAFTA deal. If the tariffs ever do
come into effect for Canada, the impact
will, I suppose, vary from company to
company according to how much the
price of steel factors into making engineering and business decisions.
But in the midst of such roiling
waters, it’s an element of uncertainty
our industry could do without.
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ideas & innovations

HDPE bottle made from 100 per cent
ocean-bound plastics surfaces

Photo Credit: Envision Plastics Industries LLC

M

ost pearls are produced by oysters in the saltwater environment
of the world’s oceans — which
makes it fitting that the first ever bottle
made completely from post-consumer
plastic recovered from the oceans has a
resemblance to a pearl.
Sporting a silver metallic, pearlescent-effect finish due to some compounding expertise by colourant and
additive maker Techmer PM LLC, the
world’s first HDPE bottle molded from
100 per cent ocean-bound plastic has
just hit the market. Techmer partnered
with global sustainable technology
developer Primal Group, Ontario,
Calif.-based blow molder Classic Containers Inc., and plastics recycler Envision Plastics Industries LLC, of Reidsville, N.C., to manufacture the bottle,
which is completely made from recycled plastic collected from at-risk
ocean areas and sold by Envision under
the brand name OceanBound Plastic.
The project was challenging for
several reasons. First, Primal Group,
which is headquartered in Miami, Fla.,
wanted a specific colour and reflective
finish on the bottle, which is being
used to package its ViTA brand of natural, plant science-based personal care
products. Typically, an extrusion grade
of PE would be needed in the masterbatch as a carrier for the colourant, but

that wasn’t an option in this case
because Primal Group wanted the end
product to be made completely from
OceanBound Plastic. “The high-viscosity recycled plastic recovered and
supplied by Envision is a fractional
melt that makes the colourant’s metallic particles without shearing them and
ruining the ultimate visual effect,” said
Savvas Roubanis, a sales engineer with
Los Angeles-based Techmer. “Compounding of the recipe required additional process design to assure the

metallic and pearlescent effect pigments could be smoothly compounded
into the recovered plastic.”
A final potential hurdle was economic, and came at the blow molding
stage: If Classic Containers couldn’t
manufacture the bottles within its normal, everyday processing window —
which was vital to producing a bottle at
the desired price point — the project
wouldn’t fly. “The material processed
amazingly well without any concerns,”
said Kevin Tibbets, executive director
of sales for Classic Containers. “Aside
from the necessary additives, pigments,
and non-resin components that we
needed to process it effectively, the balance of the recipe is 100 per cent
OceanBound resin.”
According to Envision, OceanBound Plastic resin is suitable for most
HDPE applications, and the company
— which committed last year to recycling 10 million lbs of plastics at risk of
entering oceans — is looking to help
develop bigger markets for the product,
and is already in discussions with several major brand owners. Which is
good news because, with more than
eight million tons of plastics dumped
into the world’s oceans annually, the
sky is the limit when it comes to using
post-consumer material reclaimed
from the water.
CPL
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Integrity Tool & Mold and KraussMaffei partner for big projects

A

classic Saturday Night Live long as necessary, answering ques- the fact that many different aspects of
sketch called “The Thing That tions and making recommendations the process data can be monitored
Wouldn’t Leave” told the story of a along the way. KraussMaffei also and graphed simultaneously on the
house guest who tormented his hosts flew in manufacturing experts from main screen of the MC6 controller,
by seriously overstaying his welcome. Munich to answer specific questions without having to navigate through
By contrast, Integrity Tool & Mold regarding the details of building several sub-pages. “With the KraussInc. had some guests who stayed for Integrity’s machines. “I was pretty Maffei machines, you can have all
just the right amount of time — and impressed with that,” Bartlett said.
four barrels pulled up at once,”
helped the Windsor, Ont.-based moldIntegrity ordered four KraussMaf- Bartlett said, referring to the 2,300
maker achieve some important busi- fei injection molding machines rang- tonne four-colour KraussMaffei
ness goals.
ing from 550 to 4,000 tonnes — injection molding machine at its
In the summer of 2016, Integrity including a 2,300 tonne rotary Mexico facility that came standard
— which makes injection molds for multi-shot press that went into Integri- with two 24-inch screens. “The capathe automotive industry — was look- ty’s 118,000-square-foot Queretaro bility of the processing on these
ing to bring more of its business in- facility, and a 4,000 tonne machine machines is amazing,” Bartlett said.
house. At the same time, it also installed at the plant in Windsor. All “It’s the next level of molding.”
wanted to expand its facility in Que- were ordered equipped with KraussBartlett also provided an example
retaro, Mexico, including adding Maffei’s LRX series linear robots to of a common issue that can come up
short production run services to its showcase their capabilities in mold tri- in mold trials and production, and
existing mold validation offerings.
als and to facilitate Integrity’s newly how the KraussMaffei machines
“Our goal was to partner up with a added short production run services at address it. “One of the biggest probmachine manufacturer that could the Queretaro facility.
lems in the industry when it comes to
meet our needs, and be able to do
molding is, is the tool being blown
what we needed them to do and try
open by processing or is it flash on
to make that a standard across the
the tool because of spotting?”
board,” said Brian Bartlett, moldBartlett said. “With the Kraussing department manager at IntegMaffei units, we can answer this
rity’s Windsor plant.
question by comparing the clamp
Integrity had four main criteria
pressure versus injection pressure
when shopping for a supplier: seron the same screen.”
vice, performance, quality, and
All of these capabilities provide
timing. After considering a number
Integrity with a variety of options
of candidates, the company ultifor its customers, an advantage that
mately selected KraussMaffei The KM 550-3000 GX injection molding machine on will help the Mexico operation
Corp. for the project. “Besides the Mexico plant shop floor.
grow beyond providing compremeeting these criteria, what made Photo Credit: KraussMaffei Corp.
hensive 24/7 mold validation serKraussMaffei stand out was their
vices into the realm of short-run
dedication to the project,” Bartlett said. EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL
production options, particularly for its
Headquartered in Florence, Ky., KraussMaffei’s innate machine capa- large automotive customers.
KraussMaffei Corp. is the U.S. sub- bilities have given Integrity more
The project also benefitted from
sidiary of the Munich, Germany- flexibility to work with different KraussMaffei’s speed and teamwork
based Krauss-Maffei Group. Its prod- materials and molds at a faster pace, in the commissioning of the KM 2300
ucts and services cover a wide range Bartlett said, as well as more control MX four-colour machine; KraussMafof injection molding technology, reac- over the injection processes, with the fei brought in technicians from Gertion process machinery, and extrusion ability to adjust on the fly using the many plus local support from its Mextechnology, as represented by three MC6 controller’s split-screen technol- ico office to make sure the machine
brands: KraussMaffei, KraussMaffei ogy that comes standard on all of was up and running for a scheduled
Berstorff, and Netstal.
KraussMaffei’s machines. “Krauss- mold trial for one of Integrity’s large
Once the project with Integrity Maffei’s machines have standard Tier 1 automotive customers.
was underway, KraussMaffei pro- options that allow for programming
“A large 2,300 tonne 4K injection
vided local support in the form of a that would be add-ons with other press was commissioned within 11
dedicated engineering manager who machine suppliers,” Bartlett added.
days,” said Wayne McLaughlin, the
stayed at Integrity’s facility for as
Another plus, he continued, was
continued next page
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plant manager for Integrity’s Mexico operations. “Our customer was
extremely impressed because we
built a brand new 2K mold to run in
this press,” he said. “It was all
coordinated with us building this
mold and the delivery of this
KraussMaffei press so we could try
this mold out to get parts for our
customer on time. It all came
together very well.”
Integrity sees its new relationship with KraussMaffei as the
beginning of what could be a proverbial beautiful friendship: The
company is already looking to add
more KraussMaffei presses, ranging from 1,600 to 4,000 tonnes, to
both facilities in the coming year.
Sounds like a much better pairing
than the unhappy homeowners and
the thing that wouldn’t leave.
CPL

Terinex now reps General Polymers
in Canada

Terinex was established
in 1976 primarily to service the smaller plastic
processors located in Quebec. Since then, the company has grown to become
suppliers not only to small
companies, but also to
companies of international
stature located primarily
in eastern Ontario, QueFrom left to right: Paul Browitt, General Polymers
bec, and the Maritimes.
CEO Gregory Boston, and Michel Joly.
The Terinex team includes
larkston, Mich.-based thermo- company president Paul Browitt, as
plastic resin distributor General well as Michel Joly and Ann Peters.
Polymers Thermoplastic Materials
Founded in 2016, General PolyLLC has appointed Terinex Interna- mers offers support to small and
tional Ltd., of Saint-Lazare, Que., medium-sized processors with a
as its sales representative in eastern focus on prime, certifiable grades
Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime of engineering resins and comprovinces.
pounds.
CPL

Photo Credit: General Polymers Thermoplastic Materials LLC
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Magna opens European composites centre

A

utomotive parts supplier
composite structural rear
Magna International
vehicle module and a strucInc. has opened a new
tural composite subframe.
European composites cenThe centre has a new
tre of excellence in Esslin2,300 tonne V-Duo press
gen, Germany, to develop
two-platen injection moldlightweight structural parts
ing machine from Engel
and exterior components in
Austria that can compres“advanced materials” for
sion mold fibre-reinforced
European automakers.
thermoset plastics and sheet
“Lightweight composite
molding compounds.
parts can deliver weight
In 2010, Aurora, Ont.reductions of 30 to 60 per
based Magna opened a
cent over steel,” said Gracomposites centre in Conhame Burrow, Magna extecord, Ont., in partnership
riors president. “It’s easy to
with the National Research
see why automakers are
Council of Canada. Projpursuing these materials, Magna’s new composites centre of excellence in Esslingen, Gerects undertaken there
and we’re ready to deliver many, features a new Engel 2,300 tonne press.
include a carbon fibre
innovative solutions to help Photo Credit: Magna International Inc.
hood developed for the
them meet their goals.”
2016 Cadillac V series and
The centre will primarily focus on developing struca current project with Ford Motor Co. to test the feasitural components such as vehicle subframes, and exterior
bility of carbon fibre vehicle subframes for possible
body parts such as door panels and hoods. Magna is
mass production. The new site in Germany will allow
already working with several European automakers,
Magna to develop similar research projects with Euroincluding joint development on two projects: an advanced
pean automakers.
CPL
April 2018 Canadian Plastics
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verybody talks about the weather,
Mark Twain once quipped, but
nobody does anything about it. For
years now, and on a more serious subject, the same has been largely true of
Canada’s skilled labour shortage: The
problem is widely discussed, but not
much gets done to fix it.
Windsor, Ont.-based moldmaker
Unique Tool & Gauge Inc. is now doing
its part to change that. The company —
which works with all major global automotive producers and their key Tier 1
suppliers, and operates out of a
60,000-square-foot facility — has initiated a new, structured one-year training
program designed to lead to full-time
positions with the firm. In partnership
with the Greater Essex County District
School Board’s Ontario Youth Apprentice Program (OYAP) and the Dual
Credit Program associated with St. Clair

CLICK ON...

for interviews with industry
experts, coverage of
plastics industry events,
and more!

New episode
every month.
These 5-minute information packed
videos are produced by the editors
of Canadian Plastics.
To view them, go to our web site,

www.canplastics.com
and scroll down to canplasticsTV
SPONSORED BY:
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College, Unique Tool took
on eight trainees in early
February — six Grade 11
OYAP high school students,
who are working on a oneyear, paid co-op placement,
and two current dual credit
students in the St. Clair College General Machinist Program. All eight are working
on a full-time basis at Unique
Tool, and receive both salary Two students on the shop floor at Unique Tool.
and benefits.
“This is an idea we developed our- will return to school for the final
selves and took to OYAP and St. months of their Grade 12 education
Clair College,” Unique Tool presi- and receive their diplomas on time
dent Darcy King said. “Like almost with other members of their class;
every other moldmaker, we have a those enrolled in the St. Clair Colskilled labour shortage. We tried lege General Machinist Program
everything we could think of to will return to complete the second
attract young workers — newspaper half of their program, after which
and radio ads, reaching out on social they’ll begin their full-time posimedia, going to job fairs, even truck tions with Unique Tool. “At the end
advertising — but nothing worked. of the year, we’ll review how each
We were turning jobs away because student scored in each department
we didn’t have the staff. We needed — rating them from unsatisfactory
to find a new way to attract, train, to excellent — and will work with
and retain young people, and we them to assign them to the right
think this program will do that.”
department,” King said.
The students will learn and
The program represents a serious
develop skills over a broad range of investment of resources for Unique
disciplines, including CNC machin- Tool. “We’ll probably spend about
ing, computer-based mold design, $750,000 on it for this year alone,”
EDM operation, critical tolerance King said, “In addition to the extra
machining operations, and mold con- salaries and benefits, we have to
struction. “We’ll give the students a maintain machines for the students to
complete picture of what we do by learn on that we wouldn’t otherwise
having them work in every depart- use. We’ve also assigned one of our
ment,” King said. “Too many appren- master moldmakers to serve full-time
tices in mold shops fall through the as the lead instructor.”
cracks: They do the same job year
And it already seems to be paying
after year and either lose interest in off. “We’ve already received dozens
the industry or can only do that one of applications for our next class,
job. We want to avoid that.”
which will start in September,” King
The program also puts a premium said. “We’ve been reliably told that
on safety, King added. “Safe operat- we’re the only mold shop in North
ing procedures and a thorough America running a program like this.
knowledge of the equipment being It’s a big investment, but we’re confiused are built into every part of the dent it will provide us with a new
program,” he said.
generation of workers who will have
At the end of the year-long pro- challenging and well-paying careers
gram, the Grade 11 OYAP students ahead of them.”
CPL

Photo Credit: Unique Tool & Gauge Inc.

Unique Tool is training tomorrow’s skilled workers today
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PEOPLE
Shannon
Crawford

Jim
Fitterling

Howard
Ungerleider

– Washington, D.C.-based trade group the Plastics
Industry Association has named Shannon Crawford as its director of state government affairs; she
will lead its advocacy efforts with state and local
governments.
– Midland, Mich.-based chemical maker DowDuPont
Inc. has named Jim Fitterling as CEO of its Dow
Material Science division, and Howard Ungerleider
as president and chief financial officer of the division. Fitterling replaces outgoing Dow CEO Andrew
Liveris, who is retiring.

Jonathan
Goff

Youlin
Pan

Stephen
Montalto

Steven
Scott

– Material supplier Gelest Inc., headquartered in Morrisville, Pa., has named Jonathan Goff as vice president of research and development, and Youlin Pan as
senior research fellow.
– Extrusion machinery maker US Extruders Inc., headquartered in Westerly, R.I., has named Stephen Montalto as its director of sales.
– Wayne, Pa.-based packaging material maker TekniPlex Inc. has named Steven Scott as senior director,
strategy and market development of its medical products division.
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extrusion

GO
E

At the upcoming NPE2018 trade show, the West
Hall will be ground zero for the latest in extrusion
machines and technologies. Here’s a quick look at
some of what you’ll find: speed, flexibility, and more.

WEST

xtrusion doesn’t always get noticed, especially at a massive trade show like NPE. Multi-storey blown film
machines have the height to impress, and fast cycling
injection molding machines tend to get the line-ups. But
don’t be fooled: There’s real innovation taking place in
extrusion if you stop and look.
Not so long ago, extrusion processors had a choice: They
could either have high-speed lines or flexible systems where
material recipes and product structures could be changed
quickly, but not both. But that was then. Far from being
mutually exclusive, speed and flexibility now go hand-inhand as machine builders design systems that can accommodate a range of products in a single footprint, giving processors the ability to change dimensional sizes on the fly.
And there’s no better place to see this new normal of
speed married to flexibility than at the mecca for this year’s
cutting-edge extrusion technology: the West Hall of
NPE2018.

BATTENFELD-CINCINNATI USA (BOOTH W2771) will
show its conEX NG extruder series for the first time for the
North American market, which comes equipped with the
Industry 4.0 compatible BCtouch UX control that also
makes its debut in
North America. The
conEX NG has a
highly flexible design,
and there is one basic
machine model for
both pipe and profile
production.
The
extruder’s screw core
fits all screw tempering systems, and the gear box design
allows several different motor positions (U or Z version).
Processors can also choose between different barrel
tempering and dosing systems, thereby covering a wide
range of outputs with one machine. The conEX NG units
can work with process pressures up to 520 bar (7,500 psi),
which are required when producing small or thin-wall
profiles, or when using regrind and recycled materials in
co-extrusion. As a result of minimized residence times and
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By Mark Stephen, editor

quick cleaning, colour changes can also be carried out
much faster. And thanks to the complete thermal insulation
of the barrel that minimizes radiation losses, the conEX
NG offers energy savings of up to 20 per cent. conEX NG
extruders are available in three sizes — 42, 54, and 65 mm
(pictured) — with outputs from 35 to 250 kg per hour (80
to 550 lbs per hour) for PVC profile and WPC/NFC, and
from 50 to 450 kg per hour (100 to 1,000 lbs per hour) for
PVC pipe.

COPERION CORP. (BOOTH W729) has equipped its STS 35
Mc11 twin-screw extruder with new features said to improve
the system’s handling and ease of cleaning. The redesigned
STS 35 Mc11 machine features a specific torque level of 11.3
Nm/cm 3, and screw
speeds of up to 900
rpm. It also includes a
new base frame design
which allows for integration of the water
manifold and wiring
connections for better
cleanability without
sacrificing accessibility. The barrel heater shells, meanwhile, are equipped with
insulation plates to minimize the temperature on the surface
of the process section. And the feed barrel opening is fitted
with a removable sleeve to facilitate simpler cleaning. A tray
has been added to the vent port for collection of drippings or
vent flow, and the die head has been redesigned and can now
be quickly opened by simply loosening swing bolts for faster
colour changes.

DAVIS-STANDARD LLC (BOOTH W5947) will exhibit its
next-generation direct drive groove feed extruder along
with its popular Thermatic and Super Blue (pictured)
extruders, both with new feedscrew and control technology.
The 65 mm direct drive groove feed extruder features a
Davis-Standard Helibar design with a grooved intake zone
and helically grooved barrel, and new barrier-mixing
feedscrew technology. “This extruder and feedscrew
www.canplastics.com
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combination offers
increased processing
flexibility due to
higher regrind levels
and
improved
pressure stability,
and also enables
processing of a wider
range of polymers at
lower internal pressure and with improved energy
efficiency,” said John Christiano, Davis-Standard’s vice
president of extrusion technology. “The Helibar design is
advantageous in terms of higher throughput, improved melt
pressure buildup, lower melt temperatures, improved melt
homogeneity, reduced barrel wear, and a shorter residence
time.” Applications well-suited to this extruder include
pipe, profile, sheet, and blow molding processes. Demand
for the Thermatic and Super Blue models continues to be
high, Christiano said, as both models are advantageous in
terms of reliability, efficiency, and proven performance.
The 2.5-inch (65 mm) Thermatic being shown is an
upgraded model with a modern platform and results-driven
enhancements in terms of gearbox design, barrel cooling,
vent diverter geometry, and more. “It will be part of a
running TPE tubing line demonstrating the smart extrusion
features of Industry 4.0, essential for preventative and
predictive maintenance,” Christiano said. “This includes
monitoring of vibration, oil composition, motor parameters,
heater status, screw wear algorithm, and energy
consumption.”

ENTEK (BOOTH W5189) will showcase its new QC3 33 mm
co-rotating twin-screw extruder, a size not previously offered
by the company and being shown publicly for the first time.
Designed for small-size lots of compounds and including all
of the company’s
QC3 — quick
change, quick
clean, and quality
control
—
features, it joins
Entek’s
other
QC3 models, which include 27, 43, and 53 mm co-rotating
twin-screw extruders. The company also manufactures 73,
103, and 133 mm models. “The 27 mm twin-screw extruder
is excellent for lab environments and our 43 mm is designed
for small to medium-sized lots of compounds,” said Linda
Campbell, Entek’s director of sales. “We were getting a lot
of requests from customers for something in-between, a
machine specifically designed for small lots but with more
output than the lab machine.” Entek worked closely with
customers to identify specific needs and used lean principles
to deliver a machine that provides important benefits to
compounders, Campbell added. New mechanical design

features incorporated into the QC3 33 mm extruder include
self-aligning screw gearbox couplings to facilitate fast,
foolproof screw installation; a lock-and-key mechanism on
splined shafts to prevent screw timing errors; conveniently
located gauges for quick monitoring of lube and cooling
system running conditions; a quick change strand die; and
enhanced controls and software that keep the machine
running except when operating conditions exceed clearly
defined customer-specified limits or when safety of the
operator or the equipment is in jeopardy.

GRAHAM ENGINEERING CORP. (BOOTH W2743) will
display extrusion-based equipment for sheet, medical
tubing, wire and cable, and other applications. Each will
have the company’s Navigator control system, a proprietary
control technology
that
uses
an
industrial personal
computer with a
Windows platform.
“Real-time
graphical display is
a hallmark of
Navigator,” said
Justin Kilgore, Graham’s vice president of engineering.
“High visual correlation between the touchscreen and
machine function ensures an intuitive user experience that
enables both new and experienced operators a rapid learning
curve and ease of use.” The upgraded Welex Evolution sheet
extrusion system (pictured) is a complete production line for
use in sheeting, winding, and in-line thermoforming, and is
now equipped with the XLS Navigator control. The
equipment to be shown at NPE2018 will be for thin-gauge
applications, but Evolution can be customized for widths
from 39 to 90 inches and gauges from 0.008 to 0.125 inches,
and throughputs of up to 10,000 lbs per hour. Monolayer or
co-extrusion systems are available, with up to nine extruders.
In addition to a customized roll stand, the Evolution system
can also be equipped with screen changers, melt pumps,
mixers, feedblocks, and dies. Additional features of the line
to be displayed include a proprietary roll-skewing
mechanism for thin-gauge applications that maintains quick
roll change and electric gap adjustment under full hydraulic
load without interrupting production. Also on display will
be an American Kuhne Ultra extruder with expanded
features, showing a 2.5-inch unit equipped with a XC100
Navigator control and a 3.5-inch machine with an XC200
control. The company has also made improvements to allow
for simple maintenance and accessibility, including barrel
covers that offer easy access to barrel heaters and
thermocouples, and an automotive-style wiring harness
with quick change plugs for routing wiring and
thermocouples between the electrical cabinet to the barrel
heater/cooling zones.
April 2018 Canadian Plastics
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KRAUSSMAFFEI BERSTORFF (BOOTH W403) will display
conical twin-screw extruders for high-performance profile
production, its QuickSwitch technology for automation in
polyolefin pipe production (pictured), and downstream units
for
finished
products.
“Particularly in North
America, we are seeing a
very high demand for conical
profile machines that can be
used both as main extruders
and as co-extruders,” said
Matthias
Sieverding,
president of extrusion
technology for the KraussMaffei Group. The KMD 73 K/P on show at NPE2018 will
have high output, robust quality, and high pressure stability,
he added, making it well-suited for processing window
profile production. The company’s Quickswitch technology
casket exhibit will demonstrate the effective diameter range
from 11.023 to 19.685 inches (280 to 500 mm). “The system
is of interest particularly for large pipe dimensions, because
when a change is made to another dimension, the low

quantity of waste has an extremely positive impact on the
material costs,” Sieverding said. All process parameters can
be set exactly, stored in the all-in-one control system, and
called up again at any time. And the KM-VT 250/1/6
vacuum tank that will be shown features integrated vacuum
control and frequency controlled pumps, which are fully
integrated into the C6 line control system to provide for
optimum activation, energy savings, and uniform product
quality.
So for Canadians who want to see the latest in extrusion
technology, go south to Orlando and then head West. CPL
RESOURCE LIST
battenfeld-cincinnati USA (McPherson, Kan.);
www.battenfeld-cincinnati.com/usa; 620-241-6843
Coperion Corp. (Ramsey, N.J.); www.coperion.com; 201-327-6300
Davis-Standard LLC (Pawcatuck, Conn.);
www.davis-standard.com; 860-599-1010
 Auxiplast Inc. (Ste-Julie, Que.); www.auxiplast.com; 866-922-2894
Entek Extruders/Entek Manufacturing Inc. (Lebanon, Ore.);
www.entek-mfg.com; 541-259-1068
Graham Engineering Corp. (York, Pa.);
www.grahamengineering.com; 717-848-3755
KraussMaffei Corp. (Florence, Ky.);
www.kraussmaffei.com; 859-283-0200
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chillers

questions
Air-cooled or water-cooled? Central or
portable? These are the questions about
chillers that can keep an injection molder up
at night. And since cooling represents up to
75 per cent of the total cycle time it takes to
mold a part, you’d better believe the answers
matter. Here are some points to consider.
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peed kills” has been a motto for safe driving for
decades. To modify it for injection molding, speed kills
the competition.
For injection molders, productivity is the prime directive,
and the difference between survival and bankruptcy can boil
down to cycle times: making good parts faster than the other
guys. The cooling process is the middle portion of the plastic
running cycle — coming after injection and before the ejection of the plastic — but it’s perhaps the most important of
the three, typically representing between 60 to 75 per cent of
the total cycle time. Problem is, although cooling of the
injection molding process takes the largest amount of time,
cutting the time too short can cause a significant number of
product defects. In order to maximize throughput, then, the
best solution is to find an acceptable cooling time for the part
being made and ensure you have proper cooling to remove
the necessary amount of heat — which makes choosing the
right chiller technology one of the biggest factors impacting
an injection molder’s profitability.
But too many part molders overlook the critical aspect of
cooling, and lose profits as a result. Understanding a few
cooling basics, coupled with working with process chiller
experts that have experience with injection molding applications, can help.

WATER WAYS
The function of controlling the temperature in injection
molding can be achieved by one of four ways: a portable
chiller used to cool one or two machines; a two-pump packaged chiller system; a central chilling system, in which one
or more central chillers are connected to a common two-
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By Mark Stephen, editor

pump tank set; and a central cooling tower system, where
one or more cooling towers are connected to a common twopump tank set. Common to all these solutions is the use of
either air or water to achieve cooling. An air-cooled system
uses an evaporator to remove the heat from the injection
system; a water-cooled system, meanwhile, operates by
pumping chilled water through water lines that travel across
the outside of the mold cavity and runner gates of a mold.
“Chillers utilize condensers to transfer the heat gained in the
process by the refrigerant to a cooling medium — air or
water − that carries the heat to the environment,” said Tim
Miller, product manager, heat transfer with Conair Group.
“While both air- and water-cooled condensers support excellent chiller performance, selecting between them requires
careful consideration.”
Both air- and water-cooled systems can be portable, centralized, or operate plant-wide. If minimizing operating costs
is your biggest concern, installing or upgrading a watercooled chiller system may be the most economical choice,
Miller continued. “The economy of water-cooled chillers is
based on the low cost of compressor cooling provided by
tower water compared to the electrically driven fan used on
an air-cooled system,” he said. “In fact, tower water cooling
can actually be used in place of chiller cooling in processes
where temperatures below 85°F [29°C] aren’t required,
which reduces your overall chiller tonnage requirements.”
The obvious prerequisite is having a water source. “If a
processor has access to a cooling tower, a water-cooled system has a greater chilling capacity per nominal ton than an
air-cooled system,” said Rob Kennery, vice president of sales
and marketing/general manager with Mokon Inc. “Waterwww.canplastics.com

chillers

cooled chillers run quieter, need a smaller footprint, add less
heat to the facility, and require less maintenance.”
But there can be downsides. “Open cooling towers use an
evaporative process to cool water, making them notorious
water wasters,” said Al Fosco, global marketing manager
with Frigel. “An open cooling tower also leaves water exposed
to outside elements and surrounding communities are at risk
for waterborne illnesses.” Some processors use air-cooled
chillers instead of a cooling tower to avoid dirty water. “An
air-cooled chiller, however, uses ambient air to remove heat
from the refrigerant circuit,” Fosco continued. “That means
the higher the ambient air temperature, the higher the compressor condensing temperature, and the chiller’s refrigeration compressor must work harder, which consumes high
amounts of electricity to provide chilled water.”

CENTRALIZED PLANNING
There’s also the question of installing a central system or not.
“While every company has different needs depending on its
production requirements and budget, in general any application of five to ten machines usually commands a central
system,” said Ziggy Wiebe, president of Chillers Inc., which
represents Advantage Engineering. “The larger plastics processing plants almost always have centralized systems
because they offer a cost advantage per machine.”
Some processors don’t like large central systems, the
experts note, because a breakdown means losing all of
their injection molding machines at once. “Processors
with central systems who are concerned about this usually
have small chillers available to use in case of emergency,”
said Rob Kennery.
Also, central chillers are designed to only provide water
at one water temperature to all machines and/or processes,
when the reality is that some equipment or processes might
need water at a higher temperature than the chiller provides.
“A processor must then add a temperature control unit to
reheat the chilled water for given machines or processes,
which wastes energy,” Al Fosco said. ”There are also times
when an injection molder must devote both a TCU and a
machine-side chiller to any given machine to deliver the
proper water temperatures since, for example, two halves of
a mold may require significantly different temperatures.”
And the potential operating savings of water cooling
mentioned above must be balanced against a higher initial
investment, since these systems require both a chiller and a
circulating tower system that are sized to meet process
needs. “In addition to the coolant plumbing required by any
chiller and process water system, a water-cooled central
chiller may require installation and maintenance of additional pumps, piping, and tanks to support operation of the
cooling tower,” said Tim Miller.
A water-cooled central chiller may also require installation
and maintenance of additional pumps, piping, and tanks.
Introduced in 2016, the Flexcool system by Aquatech — a
Piovan company — is designed to lessen this investment by
distributing cooling water from the cooling tower and chilled

water from the central chiller through a single circuit at ambient temperature, which does not require insulation. “It’s a
simple configuration that saves about 25 per cent on the costs
of piping, insulation, and installation,” the company said. Flexcool consists of an Ayracool central cooler coupled to a series
of DigitempoEvo line thermochillers, and can be expanded as
cooling requirements grow by adding new DigitempEvo units.

IN THE AIR
If an injection molder can’t spare the capital outlay and
installation time for new or supplemental chiller tonnage, or
the location or climate aren’t suited to a water-cooled chiller,
an air-cooled chiller system could be a good alternative.
“Air-cooled chiller systems cost significantly less per ton
than water-cooled systems that include a tower, primarily
because they require fewer components and less support
equipment and plumbing,” said Tim Miller. “They also
minimize the use of water resources in processing. And
because no external cooling resources are involved, the
installation is relatively fast and easy.”
While central air-cooled chillers are typically located
outside, most portable air-cooled chillers are indoors, can
occupy any open or flat space, and require less total space
than a water-cooled unit that requires a cooling tower. They
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chillers

also discharge warm air from the condenser fan into the
plant, which can be either good or bad. “The heat gain to the
room is about 15,000 BTUs per hour, and during fall and
winter this warm airflow can help to reduce energy costs by
supplementing the plant’s heating system,” Rob Kennery
said. “In hotter weather, however, it can make the facility
uncomfortable to work in.” It might be best, then, to host an
air-cooled chiller outside of your building or in an area that
is not air conditioned.
Other potential drawbacks are that, due to the increased air
flow, air-cooled systems generate dust and therefore must be
maintained and cleaned regularly to keep performance levels
high; and air cooled by fans generally consumes about 10 per
cent more electricity, for the simple reason that air doesn’t
conduct heat as efficiently as does water.
Other considerations for injection molders depend on the
variables of any given operation — such as the type of injection molding machines the shop uses, for example. “In the old
days, all of the machines were hydraulic and had large, inefficient motors that required a lot of cooling; if the customer
had a lot of these machines, it almost always dictated having
a cooling tower,” Ziggy Wiebe said. “The new machines
offered today use hybrid or all-electric technology, and don’t
require as much — or any — cooling.”
Another factor is whether a shop is custom or captive.

“Because a custom molder tends to change resins and processing temperatures regularly, they might want to consider
using portable chillers,” Al Fosco said. “A captive operation
that consistently makes the same parts at the same temperatures is usually a better fit for a central system.”
The bottom line? The right chilling technology can help
an injection molder maintain both a killer production rate
and a killer business strategy.
CPL
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hot runners

Turning up the
As injection molding becomes more
complicated, processors the world over
are turning to hot runner systems to meet
the rigorous demands. So if you haven’t
embraced hot runners by now, you’re behind
the curve. But it’s not too late — there will
be a wealth of hot runner technologies
on display at NPE2018, and we’re pulling
back the curtain on some of them right now.
By Mark Stephen, editor

Y

Master-Series hot
runners from Mold-Masters.

HOT STUFF

shortening the pulling bar. The housing can similarly be cut
to length in order to align it to the plate thickness. “The central locking system guarantees a high force transmission
through its precise, interlocking connection,” Hasco said.
“Another specific feature is that the pulled plate is locked,
ensuring greater safety during production.”
Mold-Masters (Booth W2703), one of the Milacron
brands, will be showing its Master-Series hot runners, which
are designed to handle a wide range of plastics processing
applications, including bioresins. The Master-Series features
good thermal balance and precision, and open flow runner
channels in the nozzle/gate seal allow for accelerated melt
flow and dispersion with virtually no dead or blind spots —
which is critical to eliminating the degradation that’s all too
common when processing bioresins. “Bioresins are gaining
in popularity, and as more regions and markets such as packaging encourage — and even demand — the use of these
materials, the ability for hot runners to process them will be
paramount,” Milacron CEO Tom Goeke said. “Master-Series
hot runners have been extensively tested using a wide variety
of bioresins, producing small to medium-sized parts in single nozzle to high-cavity systems.” Mold-Masters backs the
Master-Series hot runners with a 10-year warranty.

Hasco (Booth S26003) has extended its range of latch locking units with its Z1790 technology, described as an innovative, compact choice that can be mounted on the inside.
“Internally mounted latch locking units have the advantages
of not increasing the dimensions of the injection mold and of
ensuring reliable stages in the plate opening movement from
a protected position inside the mold,” Hasco said. The Z1790
latch locking units have small space requirements that permit strokes of between 30 and 130 mm. The pulling bar
Z1791 can be fitted in both the intermediate plate and the
clamping plate, and the stroke can be adjusted as required by
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ou can resist an invading army, the old saying goes, but
you cannot resist an idea whose time has come. And when
it comes to hot runners, resistance is particularly futile.
With the increasing sophistication of today’s plastic injection
molds, hot runners are becoming standard injection mold
components; indeed, many applications simply aren’t possible
with the old standard sprue and cold runner system. There’s
no arguing with the benefits: Hot runners offer a great way to
maintain uniform wall thickness, eliminate knit lines and
flow lines, reduce material usage, and gain faster cycle times.
Which is why each edition of NPE seems to feature more
new hot runner technologies than the last. And don’t expect
NPE2018 to disrupt that trend. Here’s a quick look at what
some hot runner suppliers will be unveiling in Orlando.

hot runners

Orycon Hot Runner Systems (Booth S11207) will be
showing off its new T-500 hot runner controller, which uses
architecture based on cards of six zones each. Available in a
72-zone model and a 144-zone model, the controllers have a
touchscreen with fast response and high resolution graphics
that provide an intuitive operator interface. A zoom screen
provides access to detailed information for each individual
zone, including amp draw, percentage of power being used,
setpoint and actual temperature, plus any existing alarm
condition. The zoom screen enables quick changes like
switching operating mode or setpoint, or turning the zone on
and off. The display has a setting to show cavities in the oval
and manifold zones in rectangular-shaped windows, giving
the operator a first-glance indication of zone function. A setup screen provides setting choices for J or K thermocouples,
the length of warm-up time, the maximum settable temperature, the boost time, the decrease in temperature when the
unit is in the park mode, and the temperature in Celsius or
Fahrenheit format. The user can also field-calibrate the unit
by following a simple procedure so as to meet ISO and other
regulation requirements. Communications with the press are
standard, and the user can predetermine response to press

alarms or hot runner anomalies at set-up. Response options
include turning on a stack light, sounding a horn, or turning
off a single zone or the entire controller.

COSMETIC CHANGES
The new synflow3 technology from Synventive Molding
Solutions (Booth W643) is designed to help molders eliminate cosmetic defects on sequentially filled parts caused by
sudden flow front accelerations and stagnations created
when the delayed pins open. The most significant addition
to this next generation of synflow technology is the ability
to stop the pin and hold it at any position mid-stroke, which
allows for individual flow rate control of each nozzle to
balance family molds or fill complex multi-gated geometries. “Alternating opening profiles can even be programmed, offering the ability to pre-fill cold runners or
create differential packing within complex multi-gated
parts,” Synventive said. The big difference between synflow and other pin control technologies currently on the
market, the company added, is the ability to easily upgrade
to it after parts have been molded. “During mold sampling,
if it’s determined through a brief trial that synflow would
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benefit the process, the technology can be installed and
running in a matter of minutes,” Synventive said. “All
Synventive valve gated hot runners come standard with
SVG+, which includes position sensors that allow for the
simple upgrade.” The synflow technology can be added
to any activeGate-enabled system through simple external hookups.
Italy-based Thermoplay S.p.A. (Booth W643), a division of the Barnes Group, will display its newly expanded
small nozzle series featuring the valve gate F mini nozzle,
Ø11. Designed for special applications in the packaging,
medical, and electronics sectors, the nozzle has a smaller
pitch and is available for valve gate applications. The FØ11
valve gate nozzle has a minimum pitch of 17 mm. Thanks
to its compact profile, the nozzle is said to be well-suited for
use in restricted areas, and allows injection on an “inside”
surface of the part. The nozzle and tip design allows low
thermal dispersion, which gives maximum flexibility to the
moldmaker to design the cooling system. Additionally,
valve gate actuation can be pneumatic or hydraulic, individual or plate actuated, making them a good fit for highcavitation applications that require increased precision. The
pin, available in a cylindrical or conical option, is designed
to minimize the witness mark on the part (gate diameter
from 0.8 to 1.2 mm). The FØ11 valve gate nozzle series is
available in lengths from 56 to 146 mm.
With these and many other hot runner systems being
introduced in Orlando, resistance isn’t just futile, it’s selfdefeating. 
CPL
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3D printing

A SHORT GUIDE TO

FILAMENTS
3D printing is being called the next
industrial revolution, and plastics
processors who don’t get with the
program for part prototyping risk
going the way of the horse and
cart. The first step? Knowing which
plastic filament to use for the job.
By Mark Stephen, editor
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ABS
According to 3D Insider, a Christchurch, New Zealandbased 3D printing consultancy firm, the most common type
of 3D filament is ABS. ABS is popular among professional
3D printers for good reasons: it’s tough, lightweight, and
moderately flexible; has impact-resistant properties; and is
easy to extrude from the printer’s nozzles, which makes it an
easy material to work with. It’s also the cheapest thermoplastic available. The ABS print temperature range is
between 210° and 250°C, which is considered high in the 3D
printing industry. “ABS is a great choice for printing plastic
automotive parts, moving parts, musical instruments,
kitchen appliances, electronic housings, and various toys
like Lego,” 3D Insider said.
Among the cons, however, ABS is petroleum-based,
which makes it non-biodegradable. “It also needs a high
temperature to reach its melting point, and creates unpleasant fumes, most notable in poorly ventilated spaces,” 3D
Insider said. Finally, not all 3D printers can utilize ABS.

PLA
The second most commonly used 3D printing filament is
PLA, a special type of thermoplastic made from such
organic materials as cornstarch and sugarcane.
The main benefits of PLA for 3D printing are that it’s
safer and easier to use than other filaments, making it a
good pick for 3D printing novices. It’s also less prone to
warping than ABS, and doesn’t give off toxic fumes —
indeed, most people find the smell of the sugar-based filament pleasant. “Compared to ABS, PLA produces 3D parts
which are more aesthetically pleasing, thanks to its unique
www.canplastics.com
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s any young driver who just blew their road test by
parallel parking over a curb will tell you, mastering
something new isn’t easy, especially under pressure.
So you can imagine how steep the learning curve is for a
genuinely revolutionary technology like 3D printing, which
is poised to permanently change the way parts and other
products are made. For industry, plastics processors among
them, 3D printing offers real benefits in today’s adapt-ordie economy, including being able to 3D-print a concept
the same day it was designed, printing a production-ready
prototype without having to redesign or alter an existing
mold, and creating parts at a much lower cost than through
traditional molding.
And as with parallel parking, 3D printing has more
than a few challenges. Take materials, for example. One of
the most important parts of 3D printing is to use the right
kind of material for the job in hand. Problem is, there’s a
wide range of 3D materials — also called filaments — to
choose from; problematic, too, is the fact that plastics are
the most common 3D printing materials of all. And since
all of these different materials have different characteristics and are suited to certain parts, you need to know what
material you should be working with or you’re headed for
an epic fail. All of which means that, before hitting the
“Print” button, you’d better consider a few basic questions,
including how strong does your printed part have to be,
how flexible does it need to be, and how important is precision to the 3D part?
With these questions in mind, here’s a quick look at the
differences between the most commonly used 3D plastics,
and some pros and cons of each.

Molded to Perfection

With over 160 years of steel production experience backing their brands, SCHMOLZ + BICKENBACH is not only a
pioneer, but also a market leader in specialty steels. Their comprehensive range of Formadur®, Thermodur®, and
Cryodur® grades allows you to choose the ideally suited mold material for your application. In addition, an extensive
range of value added services provides you with more alternatives from one source, SCHMOLZ + BICKENBACH.
www.schmolz-bickenbach.us www.schmolz-bickenbach.ca Phone: +1 800 323 1233

3D printing

sheen and smooth appearance,” 3D Insider said. “It’s also
available in special effects like glow-in-the-dark colours
and translucency.” Other benefits of PLA are that it prints
faster than ABS, and there’s no need for a heated printer
bed. Also, the end products are a decent strength, durable,
and offer some degree of impact resistance. At the professional level, PLA filament uses include medical suturing, as
well as various surgical implants including surgically
implanted pins, rods, screws, and mesh. All of these are
designed to break down in the human body over time, and
can take anywhere between six months to two years,
depending on the part and its purpose.
Downsides include a low print temperature range of
between only 180° and 230°C, and a melting point that’s
much lower than ABS, which makes it weaker. PLA filament can also clog the 3D printer nozzle, and has a tendency to attract moisture, making it potentially brittle and
more difficult to print. And as with ABS, not all 3D printers can utilize
PLA.
Canadian
Plastics
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Perhaps best known as the go-to material for everyday
plastic bottles, PET is a popular 3D material. In its raw
state, the filament is colourless and crystal clear; once

exposed to cold or heat, however, it quickly turns nontransparent. A more advanced version of PET is a filament
called PETG, also marketed as Amphora AM1800. PETG
has a print temperature range of between 210° and 230°C.
“PET is on a list of FDA-approved polymers, making it
completely ‘food safe’, meaning it’s safe for products like
cups and plates,” 3D Insider said. “Common applications
for PET filament include food containers and various
kitchen utensils.”
PET filament has a number of pros: it’s strong, flexible,
and has biocompatibility; it doesn’t warp or shrink; and it
doesn’t absorb moisture from the air or degrade in water.
On the negative side, it’s not a particularly easy material for beginners to work with, and 3D printer nozzle
and printer bed temperatures often need fine-tuning for
best results.

NYLON
Nylon filament, also called polyamide, is another popular
3D printing choice. “A synthetic polymer, it’s stronger,
more durable, and less brittle than ABS and PLA, as well
as being flexible, light, and wear-resistant,” 3D Insider
said. “Filament can also be re-melted and used again without any loss of bonding.”

INDUSTRIAL SHREDDERS
FOR PLASTICS
bUilt to rUN 24 / 7

(336) 447-3573 • 5708 Uwharrie road, archdale, Nc 27263 • www.vecoplaNllc.com

3D printing

There are different kinds of nylon filament available,
and what you choose will depend on which one suits your
budget and needs. “The difference between them is in the
filament’s layer bonding abilities, tensile strength, and
water absorption,” 3D Insider said. “Nylon filament that
has a translucent or opaque finish and reduced shrinkage
is also available.”
With a print temperature range of 210° to 250°C, which
is considered high, nylon filament is well-suited for use in a
wide variety of applications, particularly for various consumer products, tools, mechanical components, machine
parts, structural parts, and containers.
Cons: As mentioned, nylon filament needs a high melting temperature. It also breaks down and emits toxic fumes
when heated, and absorbs moisture easily — which means
proper storage is essential.

PVA
Said to be a good 3D filament, PVA’s typical use is as a socalled “support material” when printing with ABS or PLA.
(If you’re wondering, support materials are necessary when
printing 3D parts with prominent overhangs; without this
support, these parts would be impossible to print or perfect.)
“As a support material, PVA works best with printers that
have dual extruders,” 3D Insider said.
The good news? All popular desktop fused deposition
modeling (FDM) printers can use PVA with a heated build
platform, as this prevents warping during the build process.
PVA’s print temperature range is 190° to 220°C, which is
considered low; for best results as a support material, the
print bed temperature should not exceed 200°C. Also on the
plus side, PVA is biodegradable and non-toxic, water soluble, and offers good durability.
The bad news, however, is that it attracts water easily, can
be difficult to source compared to other 3D filament materials, and is relatively expensive.

HIPS
High-impact polystyrene — HIPS for short — is a brightly
coloured 3D biodegradable material. Like PVA, it’s popular

CPL_Apr_Balzsnelli.indd 1

and effective in 3D printing as a support material, with a
colourless solution called liquid hydrocarbon being used to
quickly dissolve the filament.
With a print temperature range of between 230° and
250°C, HIPS acts as an easily removable ABS support
material, and is an effective dual extrusion support structure when paired with ABS. It’s also non-toxic at close
range.
Cons: HIPS can have problems with adhesion and curling, 3D Insider said, and is tricky to use for creating 3D
printed parts, especially with printers that don’t have a
heated bed.

TPE
According to 3D Insider, TPE 3D printer filament is the
most flexible of all the printer materials. “It has such high
elasticity properties that it feels like real rubber, easily
springing back into shape like an elastic band,” the company
said. TPE is recommended for use with most FDM 3D printers. “If you need to fabricate stretchable 3D parts that can
endure more punishment than any regular ABS or PLA, this
is your material,” 3D Insider said.
With a print temperature range of between 225° and
235°C, TPE filament is well-suited for a wide range of
applications and industries, including the automotive sector, household appliances, children’s toys, wearables, and
smartphone cases. For industrial 3D printing uses, TPE is a
good fit for medical supplies, weather seals for windows
and doors, electrical insulation, and the soles of footwear.
TPE filament also offers good abrasion resistance and a
smooth, consistent diameter. It bonds well between layers;
is durable, with little or no shrinkage during the cooling
process; and doesn’t require a heated bed.
Negatives include the fact that 3D printing with TPE is
difficult for the inexperienced, the print nozzle needs finetuning for optimal performance, and the material can
extrude from the nozzle inconsistently.
In the end, knowing your filaments can help prevent you
from — metaphorically speaking — mounting the curb during 3D printing. 
CPL
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Orlando
OPPORTUNITIES
The inside skinny on North America’s biggest plastics trade show.

65,000 people and buying teams from
over 100 countries, including processors, materials suppliers, machinery
makers, and others.
In addition to the machinery, materials, and other technologies on display
on the show floor itself, NPE2018 will
offer multiple education opportunities
that explore the newest innovations in
the plastics industry, grouped into categories to help you find the engagements most beneficial to your business
— including seminars and summits,
cutting-edge Technology and Exhibit
Zones, and more.
Events include the three-day Plastics
Leadership Summit, designed to help
managers, executives, and marketing
teams explore the challenges and opportunities of the plastics industry; the
Re|focus Sustainability & Recycling

WHEN May 7-11, 2018
WHERE	
Orange County Convention Center,
Orlando, Fla.

HOW MUCH	
After March 2, 2018, the Advance pricing for
the Expo Pass — which gives you access to
the exhibit floor for all five days of the show
— will be US$150 through May 6, 2018. The
cost to register onsite for the Expo Pass will
be US$200. Students can register free; they
must present a valid student ID onsite at
registration to receive their free pass.

WEB www.npe.org
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Summit; a 3D printing workshop; the
Bottle Zone Technical Forum; a Spanish-language seminar that focuses on the
Latin American market; the Society of
Plastics Engineers Antec conference,
which is the world’s largest plastics technical conference; the Plastics Industry
Insights seminar by IHS Markit, which
will provide key market insights on the
economy, energy, feedstocks, and polymers in an expert-led industry briefing;
the Carpet America Recovery Effort; the
Agricultural Plastics Recycling Conference; and a series of Expert Super Sessions that will explore the latest research,
next-generation trends, and innovative
solutions from a variety of industry
experts.
Bottom line? If you’re giving
NPE2018 a miss, you’d better be either
in jail or on jury duty.
CPL

GETTING THERE

NPE2018 attendees can fly into
either of the Orlando area’s two
airports. Orlando International
Airport — located about 20 kms
from the Orange County
Convention Center (OCCC) — services
most major airlines, including Air Canada
and Porter Airlines. Orlando Sanford
International Airport is located about 65
kms from the OCCC, and services
domestic flights from smaller airports.
Both have shuttles, taxis, and rental cars
available to get you to the OCCC.

www.canplastics.com

Photo Credit: All photos courtesy of the Plastics Industry Association

W

e don’t use words like “must
attend” very often, but if your
business is associated with plastics in any way, you really should show
up at NPE2018.
NPE is an international show — the
world’s leading plastics trade show and
conference, in fact — and the eyes of
the global plastics industry are on it
every three years like hawks.
Produced by the Plastics Industry
Association, NPE has been a plastics
leader for more than 70 years. And this
year’s show is already in the record
books: Exhibit space has sold out for the
first time ever, reaching that status during the space draw in Orlando, Fla. in
March 2017 — a full 14 months ahead
of the event. The 2018 show will feature
more than 2,000 exhibiting companies,
and is expected to draw more than

technology showcase

NPE2018
Technology Showcase
NPE is an event where — to put it mildly —
companies want to make a big splash with new
products and technologies. And they never seem to
disappoint. From auxiliary equipment to processing
machines to mold technologies to new materials
and more, NPE2018 is shaping up to be cuttingedge enough to bleed. Here’s a look at just
some of what you’ll see at the big
reveal in Orlando.

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
Expanded range of
gravimetric blenders
Piovan (Booth W1923) has
expanded its Quantum gravimetric
batch blender range by introducing
two new models: the Q50 and Q80.
The Q50 has a maximum capacity
of 550 kg per hour, and the Q80 can
achieve a capacity of 800 kg per hour.
Both permit greater flexibility in use and
high precision even at small capacities. While the Q50
allows the operator to manually remove the dosing stations
and switch them, the very weight and size of the stations
prevent this on the Q80, which belongs in the category of
essentially “central” blenders.
With these two additions, the Quantum range now consists of four models. The smallest Quantum blender, the
Q7, has a capacity ranging from one to 70 kg per hour,
while the Q12 (pictured) has a capacity of 150 kg per hour.
These two models can also be used for very low capacities
since they maintain a very high level of precision at 10 or
20 kg per hour.
Each of the four models comes with up to six dosing stations, which can easily be removed for emptying or cleaning. Each dosing station is dedicated to a single ingredient,
either principal or additive; easy removal therefore aids
material changes and enables optimal operating conditions
to be immediately resumed without contamination from
powder or residue. And all four blenders can integrate with
WinFactory, Piovan’s industrial supervisory software.
Piovan Canada (Mississauga, Ont.);
www.piovan.com; 905-629-8822

Temperature controller offers process
reliability and energy efficiency
The new Tempro plus D temperature controller with SpeedDrive option from Wittmann Battenfeld (Booth W3742)
makes it possible to set one of four process parameters (rota-

tional speed, pump pressure, differential
temperature, and flow) as a control variable for mold heating to achieve energyoptimized operation without jeopardizing the process.
The SpeedDrive option consists of a
pump equipped with a permanent magnet synchronous motor. In combination
with a matching frequency converter,
this configuration reaches an efficiency
rating of more than 86 per cent, which
corresponds to efficiency class IE4.
This allows the power consumption of the motor to be
reduced by up to 30 per cent when other operational parameters of the pump (working pressure and flow) remain
unchanged.
Once the differential temperature has been calculated for
a given application, it can be set as a fixed parameter for the
Tempro with SpeedDrive and monitored by defining tolerance margins. In the event of any change in the injection
molding machine’s process parameters which have an effect
on the cycle time, the temperature controller will respond by
increasing or reducing the motor speed of the pump to maintain the set differential temperature.
Wittmann Battenfeld Canada Inc. (Richmond Hill, Ont.);
www.wittmann-group.com; 905-887-5355

INJECTION MOLDING
Arburg’s largest machine ever
Arburg Inc. (Booth
W1325) is launching its
largest machine ever and
the first of a brand new
design with a sophisticated
new control. The Allrounder 1120H has a 650
tonne clamp (30 per cent larger than any previous Arburg
machine) with 1,120 mm tiebar spacing (20 per cent larger
than other Allrounders) and 1,050 mm stroke. The dry cycle
time is 2.4 seconds.
This hybrid press has an electric toggle clamp powered
by twin servos, plus servo-hydraulic injection with a gas
accumulator. Electric ejection is standard, with hydraulic
optional. The sleek new design encloses all-electric, hydraulic, pneumatic, lubrication, and temperature control systems
within the machine frame. Safety gates and injection unit
run on linear guides, and integrated fold-out steps provide
access to the mold area.
Its new Gestica controller has a pivoting and heightadjustable operator panel, with a smooth glass front that
resembles a tablet computer and accepts multitouch/gesture
commands. The 15.6-inch, full-HD screen has a new
EASYslider element that allows fingertip dynamic control
April 2018 Canadian Plastics
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of machine movements during set-up. Motions can be
speeded up or slowed down with the swipe of a finger on the
on-screen bar.
Arburg Inc. (Newington, Conn.); www.arburg.com; 860-667-6500
DCube (Montreal); www.dcube.ca; 514-272-0500

New injection process for medical
and electronic parts
Mold Hotrunner Solutions
Inc. (Booth W8081) is introducing its new M3 micro injection molding machine, a turnkey unit designed for direct
gating small and micro-sized
plastic parts, and aimed at the
increasing number of OEMs
and manufacturers looking to
grow with the continuing trend of miniaturization, especially in medical and electronic devices.
The M3 offers all the advantages of direct valve gate hot
runner technology. Eliminating cold runners improves part
quality, speeds up cycle times, and reduces waste in the
form of scrap material, resulting in substantial savings,
especially when molding highly valuable plastics such as
PEEK or bio-absorbables.
The M3 can direct gate parts as small as 0.001 grams
with a fine gate diameter of 0.5 mm (0.0197 inches), and has
a substantially lower melt residence time than conventional
machines, protecting against plastic degradation in the runners, one of the biggest problems in micro molding.
Additionally, the M3 also offers faster cycle times for
small parts ranging from 0.001 to 0.400 grams (generally
ranging from four to six seconds, depending on the part);
production outputs as high as 60 million direct gated plastic
parts per year; a small footprint and easy mobility with leveling casters; and powerful, user-friendly machine controls
with large touchscreen interface and secure cloud access.
Mold Hotrunner Solutions Inc. (Georgetown, Ont.);
www.mhs-hotrunners.com; 905-873-1954

BLOW MOLDING
High-cycle, highplasticization
capacity molding
machines
The new AL series of injection
stretch-blow molding machines from Aoki Technical Laboratory Inc. (Booth S11085) can cut the cycle times by up to
60 per cent from Aoki’s earlier SBIII series when used with
its high-speed mold release molding method, and are
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designed to reduce production costs and save space and
energy through machine downsizing.
Depending on the model, the AL machines can handle
mass production of a great variety of containers, from narrow neck to wide mouth.
Additionally, all of the machines in the AL series feature
Direct Heatcon, a unique molding technology developed by
Aoki in which raw material is molded into finished containers
in just three stations, eliminating preform reheating costs,
reducing preform cooling time, enabling chillers to be downsized, and minimizing the risk of breakdowns and defects.
Aoki Technical Laboratory Inc./Penzola Solutions Inc.
(Mississauga, Ont.); www.penzola.com; 647-219-8724

RAW MATERIALS HANDLING
Compact, accurate all-in-one
system for small-volume processes
The new MMT Micro Tower raw materials handling system from Maguire
Products (Booth W5747) is designed for
small-volume plastics processing, combining loading, dosing, mixing, and dispensing functions in one compact system
governed by a single controller.
The Micro Tower mixes up to three
materials — such as virgin resin,
regrind, and masterbatch — in 10 lb
(4.5 kg) batches for injection molding
or extrusion processes with throughputs
up to 100 lbs (45 kg) per hour. The compact tower mounts at the throat of the processing machine,
with no floor space required for a vacuum pump. To ensure
accuracy, the loader and three material hoppers operate on
a loss-in-weight basis under simultaneous direction by the
controller.
The blower in the MMT Micro Tower is driven by a
lightweight brushless motor. Filters are cleaned by Maguire’s patented dust-clearing blow-back system.
Simple to install, easy to access for material changes,
and intuitively controlled by the operator, the MMT Micro
Tower is backed by a five-year warranty.
Maguire Products Canada Inc. (Vaughan, Ont.);
www.maguirecanada.com; 905-879-1100

MOLDMAKING
Special steel for the
plastics industry
Two new mold steels are now available from Finkl Steel, a subsidiary of the Schmolz + Bickenbach Group (Booth S15037).
The patent pending, pre-hardened mold steel Corebloc is
www.canplastics.com
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engineered for the core plate of injection molds up to 40 inches (1,015
mm) in size, as well as for injection
molding tools. The special steel is
characterized by superior throughhardenability compared to standard
materials such as 4140 and 1.2312,
and also offers superior machinability and resistance to wear. Corebloc
is suitable for laser hardening,
chrome plating, and nitriding; users
profit from cost savings on core side molds and tools.
Also new to the market is the plastic mold steel MD-Xtra
SH. Microalloying additions ensure higher hardness levels
than standardly available material. With a hardness of up to
43 HRC, the wear resistance is significantly increased. Polishability is guaranteed up to 1200 grit. MD-Xtra SH is
well-suited for manufacturing sophisticated automotive
components with extremely smooth surfaces.
Schmolz + Bickenbach Canada (Mississauga, Ont.);
www.schmolz-bickenbach.ca; 800-323-1233

MATERIALS
High-flow impact copolymer for
packaging and consumer goods

Sabic (Booth S19001) is
introducing its new injection moldable FlowPact PP
FPC70 resin, a high-flow
impact copolymer based on
a phthalate-free catalyst,
developed for applications
such as containers intended
for food packaging and
non-food packaging products, caps and closures, as well as
for the production of housewares and consumer goods.
An addition to the recently introduced FlowPact FPC45
(MFR 45) and FPC100 (MFR 100) grades, PP FPC70 is
designed to offer considerably higher top-load strength than
identical products made with current benchmark materials.
This, in turn, improves stackability, providing better economics in transport and storage.
PP FPC70 polymer incorporates important advances in
polymer chemistry that yield a material with a superior
balance of high stiffness, impact strength, and high-heat
distortion temperature versus a standard impact copolymer. The PP FPC70 material also addresses continuing
trends in thin-wall packaging by enabling up to 10 per cent
thinner walls and fast injection, thereby contributing to a
potential reduction in energy consumption and an increase
in productivity.
Sabic Innovative Plastics (Toronto);
www.sabic-ip.com; 800-323-3783

classifieds

Now offering custom
slitting services in the GTA.

WE OFFER MUCH MORE THAN EQUIPMENT,
FOR YOUR BENEFIT, WE GIVE YOU

UR EXPERTISE!

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS FOR PLASTIC PROCESSORS

INTEGRATED PACKAGING FILMS

Serious protection for sensitive products.

1 866 922-AUXI
auxiplast.com

www.ipfinc.net
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technical tips

Molding with 100 per cent
regrind (Part 2)
By John Bozzelli, Injection Molding Solutions

G

etting the most production from your purchase of resin
requires the appropriate use and care of regrind —
including the strategy of using 100 per cent regrind,
which might just allow you to attain better process control
and never ruin good resin by contaminating it through
blending with regrind. In my previous column, I discussed
the problems associated with blending regrind with virgin
resin. Now let’s discuss molding with 100 per cent regrind.
The good news is, implementing this strategy is simple:
Store the regrind until all of your virgin resin is consumed
and then feed regrind at 100 per cent, after removing fines.
There are many benefits to this approach:
1. There’s no question about the amount of regrind or if it’s
properly blended.

2. If there is polymer degradation, the machine will tell you,
providing you’re using velocity control and watching
actual pressure at transfer — broken polymer chains will
show up as lower pressure at transfer as the velocity control maintains the same fill time.
3. The range of granule size may still be an issue, but can be
corrected with processing adjustments.
4. The possibility of contamination still exists, but this strategy is self-purging since the contamination will never be
blended with good material.
5. Excessive fines are still a potential problem, but you can
add a deduster.
6. Tracking the regrind becomes simple: Parts are labeled
with the resin lot number and the number of passes of the
regrind used, and if parts made with regrind are bad or
contaminated, they can easily be identified by pass number, pulled from inventory, and discarded.
7. It’s possible to test a worst-case scenario. Make parts
from virgin material, then make another batch of parts
after five regrind passes, and then test their properties
and compare. If all properties are good, use only a
maximum of three passes to provide a safety margin.
For example, if you’re processing a 1,000 lb batch with
a 20 per cent scrap rate, on the first pass you’ll generate
200 lbs of scrap; on the second pass you’ll make 160
lbs of good parts and 40 lbs of scrap; and on the third
pass you’ll get 32 lbs of parts and eight lbs of scrap. If
contamination occurs, you only toss out the pass that’s
contaminated, not the whole production run. Sell the
final eight lbs of scrap.
There are challenges to using 100 per cent regrind, of
course. Certain resins or colours may have processing
issues, for example, particularly resins with glass fibres;
processing glass-filled resins is known to reduce fibre
length and this will reduce physicals.
Also, you may have to get UL testing done on parts
from 100 per cent regrind. Doing so is costly, yes, but my
bet is that you already have that money tied up anyway in
regrind inventory that you can’t use.
CPL
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John Bozzelli is the founder of Midland, Mich.-based
Injection Molding Solutions, a provider of training and
consulting services to injection molders, including
LIMS and other specialties. He can be reached at
john@scientificmolding.com, or visit www.scientificmolding.com.
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ON BALANCE,
WE'RE BETTER

FROM THE LEADING
GRAVIMETRIC BLENDING AND
DOSING PROVIDERS FOR THE
PLASTICS INDUSTRY.

2 load cells ensure dosing
accuracy within ±0.2% of your
target let-down ratio.
Advanced accuracy - 2 load cells better than 1.
Higher resolution - Only material and hopper
weighed, not the complete feeder.
100% injection coloring - Not just during
screw recovery time.
Choice of screw sizes - Molding and
extrusion application focus.
Self-priming control - Set and run.
Clear ROI - vs. comparable and
volumetric systems.
Intuitive setup & control - Fast and simple.
Precision - Consistent stepper motor control.
Choice of easy installation brackets:

GET IN TOUCH TODAY TO
START ELIMINATING WASTE
OF COLORANTS AND ADDITIVES.

USA: +1 610 459 4300 | CANADA: +1 905 879 1100 | EUROPE: +44 1827 338 280 | ASIA: +65 68487117 | IMEA: +971 4 881 6700

